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Do You Need
Long−Term Care Insurance?
Maybe−Maybe not.
Statistics indicate that almost half of all senior citizens (people over age 65) will require long−term care. In fact,
the most current research statistics are below1.

With such a great risk, doesn't everyone need insurance? After all, the cost of long−term care can run $5,800 or
more monthly in some locations.2 The truth is, you may or may not need to buy insurance.
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Long−Term Care Study, Michigan State, 2004.
Average daily rate for a private room is $70,080 annually or $5,840 monthly. Average daily rate survey of all 50 states and the District of
Columbia. MetLife Market Survey of Nursing Home and Home Care Costs, September 2004.
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It comes down to the various income and asset resources you have available to you. To illustrate this, let's take a
look at the varying needs of three general groups:
Low Resources
High Resources
Medium Resources
These groups are organized according to their income and asset resources. When reviewing this information,
please keep in mind that nursing home costs and Medicaid qualification rules can vary widely from
location−to−location. As everyone's situation is different, the need for insurance can also vary among people within the
same resource group.
Low Resources: This group has countable assets that are at or below the spend down limits imposed by their state
Medicaid rules. Additionally, this group typically has monthly income below the average nursing home costs for the
state where they live. In many cases, people that fall within this group will qualify for Medicaid without having to
spend down their assets.
Countable assets include such things as cash, stocks, bonds, mutual funds, cash value insurance policies, CDs,
boats, jewelry, and real estate investments.3 In most states, you will only qualify for Medicaid if you have no more
than $2,000 in countable assets.4 Spouses of a nursing home resident who still live in the family home are allowed to
retain countable assets of $19,020 to $95,100, depending on the Medicaid rules in their state.5 The Medicaid rules will
allow the live−at−home spouse (also referred to as the "community spouse") to retain the family residence, a vehicle,
and a modest amount of other assets for their support. The Medicaid rules also establish a monthly support allowance
to help community spouses meet their living needs, and this allowance usually falls between $1,461 and $2,378 per
month depending on state law.6 This means that if the community spouse's income falls below the allowance, the state
will then allow the community spouse to keep an amount equal to the difference from the resident spouse's income. On
the other hand, a community spouse is usually not allowed to retain any income from the resident spouse if their
income exceeds the allowance.
In some cases, even this group might want to consider the insurance if the monthly allowance is below the
community spouse's living needs. The United Senior's Health Cooperative recommends the following guidelines for
LTC insurance applicants: (1) no more than 7% of income should go toward premium, (2) retirement income should be
at least $35,000, and (3) applicant should have assets of at least $75,000, excluding the home and an automobile.
Society of Senior Certified Advisors, Working With Seniors: Health, Financial, and Social Issues, p. 212−226, 12/03.
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National Association of Certified Estate Planners (2005).
LTC Consultants (2005).
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High Resources: This group has sufficient monthly income to support the community spouse's living needs and to
cover the monthly nursing home costs in their area (which will vary from location to location.) Alternatively, this
group may have enough countable assets set aside to meet a 3−5 year nursing home stay ($200,000 to $350,000 per
spouse, depending on nursing home costs in their community). 7 Many of these people, still do, however, obtain
insurance because it can help them protect their estate from being reduced by a long−term care need. Most importantly,
it can give them some added assurance by providing a separate source of funds to be used for long−term care needs.
Medium Resources: This is the group that often needs the insurance. This group of people has countable assets
that exceed the Medicaid limits, but they don't make enough money to cover the monthly costs of nursing home care in
their area. Another thing that separates this group from those with high resources is that they lack a separate source of
assets to cover an extended stay in a nursing home. For this group, having to come up with $5,800 per month over a
long−term period could potentially deplete their estate or create an economic hardship for the community spouse.8 If
you are in this group, you should consider long−term care insurance. This insurance could help secure your financial
independence. It can also help to preserve cherished assets for spouses and younger family members.
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MetLife Market Survey of Nursing Home and Home Care Costs (September 2004) (average cost for private room is $70,080 annually).
On average, a senior citizen nursing home resident has lived there for 2 ½ years. Assuming that the $70,080 nursing home costs apply, the
typical nursing home stay for a senior citizen could deplete an estate by $150,000 or more over such a timeframe. MetLife Market Survey of
Nursing Home and Home Care Costs (September 2004).
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When Should
You Get Insurance?
Assuming that long−term care protection is needed, you may want to buy this coverage as soon as possible. The
longer you wait, the more expensive it gets.9
Some people ask me if they would be better off saving money to prepare for a long−term care need rather than
investing in insurance. However, you might not be able to save enough to cover your long−term care needs. Let's say
that at age 60, you started saving $1,423 per year for your future long−term care needs.
If we assume for illustration purposes that your savings produced a net return of 5% per year, your accumulated
savings would be $94,542 at the end of 30 years. However, in the year 2030 the cost of the average stay in a nursing
home could be over $190,600.10 But the same amount paid in long−term care insurance would provide a policy with
benefits of $697,880 for long−term care.11The assumed rate above does not represent any particular investment. This
illustration also assumes that the insured is healthy and qualifies for preferred insurance rates. Your actual results will
vary from this example.
It is best to start a policy early because the premiums are typically lower. Most importantly, the reason to start with
insurance early is so that you can qualify for coverage. As you age and the risk of adverse medical conditions becomes
greater, you run the risk that you will not qualify for insurance. As you age, you may develop medical conditions and
notations in your medical records that can make you uninsurable. Please note that these policy benefits are subject to
the claims−paying ability of the issuing company.
Does this mean if you're already age 78, you cannot get insurance? Not at all. Insurance companies do accept
many pre−existing medical conditions and there is no cost to apply. So certainly apply if you want this protection, but
do it now, rather than later.
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As an example, married, preferred base plan, 4 year coverage, 5% compounded inflation, 90−day elimination for nursing home. Annual costs
rise as follows: Age 60: $1,423, Age 65: $1,816, Age 70: $2,410, Age 75: $3,782, John Hancock Life Insurance Company, rates as of 4/15/05.
Source: Federal LTC Insurance Program Brochure, www.ltcfeds.com/ltc_basics/costofcare.html last visited 4/15/05.
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Source: Federal LTC Insurance Program Brochure, www.ltcfeds.com/ltc_basics/costofcare.html last visited 4/15/05.
11
John Hancock Life Insurance Company LTC−1717, nursing home care, 4 years coverage, 90−day elimination period, preferred health rating
and an initial daily benefit of $110 per day with 5% compounded inflation for a California resident. Married female, Age 60. Total benefit
assumes start of 4 year stay in 2035, rates quoted 4/15/05.
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Two Important Reasons to Get
Long−Term Care Insurance
If you get sick and need help, who do you think will bear the burden? If you're married, you could turn your
spouse's life upside down. You could also jeopardize a comfortable retirement.
If you're single, your kids may get the burden. They may either feel obligated to help you and try to fit assisting
you into their already over−worked schedule.
Or, you could deplete your assets−money that would otherwise have gone to your heirs.
Therefore, it's important to realize that a major reason to get long−term care insurance is to protect your family.
The other reason is to preserve your independence. Do you want your children helping you brush your teeth? Do
you want family members deciding how to spend your assets for your care? Insurance provides a separate asset that
can be used only for your quality care. Whether inside or outside your home, insurance could help you to preserve your
independence.
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What's It Cost?
The cost can vary widely depending on the company you choose and the coverage you choose. For example, one
company may charge more for inflation protection, while another may have a lower charge for inflation, or they may
charge more for home care. The author of this booklet has analyzed coverage for hundreds of seniors and there is no
single company that has the lowest cost in all cases.
Therefore, the first step is to decide on the coverage you want, then quotes can be obtained from several
companies to find the best quotation for the coverage you desire. There are five important items in choosing coverage:
1. Inflation Protection. This protection will increase your insurance benefit over time to hopefully keep pace
with the actual cost of long−term care. If you are under age 75, you may want to get inflation coverage
because it will hopefully be many years until you need benefits. But in many years, the cost will be a lot
higher and you'll be glad you have the inflation−adjusted benefit.
2. Benefit Period. You select the term of coverage. In many cases, it is good to apply for at least 4 years of
coverage. The coverage period determines how many years the insurance company will pay you benefits once
you need them. Statistics indicate that a 4 year policy has historically covered 91% of all long−term care
cases.12 Of course, there is no guarantee that this pattern will continue into the future.
3. Daily Benefit. This is how much the insurance company will pay per day for your care. The amount of
needed coverage depends upon your income and ability to cover these costs. For example, if you determine
that an additional $4,500 of monthly cash flow is needed to cover the costs of long−term care, then you might
consider a policy with a $150 day benefit ($4,500 divided by 30 days). You should consider your various
sources of income and cash flow when making this determination (e.g., social security, pensions and
retirement distributions, annuities, etc.). The previous discussion regarding inflation should also be considered
4. Coverage for In Home and Outside the Home Care.. You can select where you want to be covered.
While many people like the idea of remaining in their own home and desire insurance for in−home care, the
more important insurance for many is for outside the home (e.g., nursing home or assisted living facility).
There are two reasons for this:
(A) In your own home, the care you need is usually more moderate (homemaker duties such as shopping,
cooking, cleaning, bill paying) and the cost may be less for such non−medical help. Often friends and
neighbors and family can lend a hand making it much easier, financially, to cover in−home care. If you
do need to go outside the home, the cost could be substantial and that's when you really need the
insurance.13
(B) Your home may be poorly designed for you if you're ill. Stairs, long distances to the car and narrow
doorways can all present problems for people with walkers or wheelchairs. Often, it's easier and more
sensible to obtain care outside the home in facilities designed appropriately.
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Long−Term Care Study, Michigan State, 2004.
Average daily rate for a private room is $70,080 annually or $5,840 monthly. Average daily rate survey of all 50 states and the District of
Columbia. MetLife Market Survey of Nursing Home and Home Care Costs, 2004.
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Of course, many seniors value their independence, and the ability to live at home certainly supports this value.
With this in mind, it is also important to consider what coverage is available for home−based nursing care
(also referred to as "community care"). If home−based coverage is an important priority, you will want to
consider your sources of income to determine your coverage needs.

5. Elimination Period. Just as with your car insurance, the more you are willing to pay for a loss (the
deductible), the lower your premium. Similarly, you select an "elimination period"−the number of days you
will pay for care before the insurance starts to pay. Most policies allow you to select periods ranging from zero
days to 180 days with shorter elimination periods generally corresponding to higher premiums.14

Get coverage for in−home and out−of−home care if your budget allows; otherwise, at minimum, get insurance for
care outside the home.
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Federal Long Term Care Insurance Program: www.ltcfeds.com/about_ltc/basicfeatures.html last visited 4/15/05.
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Five Ways
to Potentially Reduce the Cost of
Long−Term Care Insurance
While it would be ideal to have complete coverage (inflation protection, lifetime coverage, at least $160/day
benefit), it is better to have at least a basic policy than to have none at all. In other words, a minimum policy is better
than being uncovered for the high cost of long−term care. In order to help you minimize the cost of insurance, this
booklet provides five ways to help you reduce costs and yet provide basic coverage. No one knows when a health
catastrophe can strike. An onset of a heart attack, stroke, cancer, Parkinson's and Alzheimer's are debilitating illnesses,
which give no advance warning. Protect yourself and your family financially.
Here are five ways to get covered at a lower cost:
1. Reduce the coverage period. For example, reduce the term of the policy from 5 years to 4 years. Statistics
indicate that a 4−year policy has historically covered 91% of the long−term care cases. Of course, there is no
guarantee that this pattern will continue on in the future. 15
2. Reduce the daily benefit. The actual cost of nursing care averages $192/day.16 If you cover just $130 or
$160 per day with insurance, some people can make up the difference with other income sources, such as
Social Security or interest income.17
3. If you are age 75 or over, consider omitting the inflation protection. Although you will hopefully never
need long−term care, if you do, you could need it within 10 years−by age 85. Therefore, you do not need to
protect for inflation over as long a period of time as, for example, a 65−year−old would need to prepare.
4. Consider partial home care coverage. Many companies offer, as an example, $100/day benefit for nursing
home payments and $50/day for home care payments (home care costs can be less expensive if you have
family or friends who can help with care). By reducing the benefits for home care, you can lower your
premium.
Many people have a spouse or friends or relatives who can assist them in the home. Depending on the hours of
needed care, the costs of a home heath aids ($18 hour on average) can be less than the costs of
round−the−clock nursing home care.18 With this in mind, the most important coverage area for many is the
care provided outside the home.
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Long−Term Care Study, Michigan State, 2004.
Average daily rate for a private room is $70,080 annually or $5,840 monthly. Average daily rate survey of all 50 states and the District of
Columbia. MetLife Market Survey of Nursing Home and Home Care Costs, 2004.
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If you have sufficient interest income or Social Security income, it may be better for you to insure for a majority of the cost of long−term care
and self−insure for the remainder. This has the effect of lowering the current cost of the insurance premiums without subjecting you to being
unable to cover the costs of long−term care, if and when they arise.
18
Average hourly rate, MetLife Market Survey of Nursing Home and Home Care Costs, August 2004.
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Other
Options and Ideas
Some people resist the idea of insurance. They argue that the money invested is wasted if they never use the
insurance. Some companies have decided to address this concern with a type of policy that provides coverage for life
insurance and long−term care. It is a single premium fixed universal life policy containing a rider for long−term care
benefits. These policies are sometimes referred to as "combo" policies because of the two benefits provided.
There are no annual premiums. The policyholder makes one premium payment. That amount earns interest
comparable to rates at the bank. Here is a hypothetical example for a 65−year−old female:19
Single Premium Payment
Long−Term Care Insurance Benefit
Life Insurance Benefit

$50,000
$261,556
$87,185

The policy provides the following features:
1. She can surrender the policy at any time and receive back at least her original premium (less loans, withdrawals,
fees, and expenses). While she has the policy, she earns interest and has both long−term care insurance and a
death benefit.
2. The policyholder dies. Her heirs will receive the $87,185 life insurance benefit (less loans, withdrawals, fees,
and expenses).
3. The policyholder enters a nursing home or needs home health care. She can receive from the policy up to
$261,556 in LTC benefits (payments reduce the death benefit and payments are reduced by prior loans,
withdrawals, fees, and expenses).
The policyholder or her heirs collect the original premium or the long−term care insurance benefit or the death
benefit, depending on which situation applies, provided there have been no previous loans or withdrawals (surrender
charges may apply). Who is suitable for this type of policy? People who want to preserve countable assets such as
stocks, bonds, CDs, bank accounts, cash value life insurance policies, or real estate without having to incur a yearly
insurance premium.
In this example a minimum required single premium of $10,000 is typically required. This policy is a modified
endowment contract and loans or withdrawals of account value in excess of premiums paid are taxed as ordinary
income. The purchase of life insurance and long−term care insurance requires a health review and not everyone is
insurable. The purchase of insurance incurs fees, expenses, and commissions and possible surrender charges.
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A 65−year−old, nonsmoking female in good health. Lincoln National Policy Form LL−2020 series, 04/15/05, single premium fixed UL policy
includes a long−term care benefit rider and a return of principal feature provided no loans or withdrawals are taken. Four percent minimum
interest rate, death benefit guaranteed to age 100. Benefits and guarantee based on the claims−paying ability of the insurer. There are no
minimum interest rates required to keep the death benefit or long−term care benefit in force for the policyholder's life, provided there are no loans
or withdrawals.
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Which Insurance
Company is Best?
Many companies have policies with competitive features and rates. Other companies have better rates for people
in their 70s than in their 50s. Other companies offer options you may find important. As recommended earlier, the first
step is deciding on the coverage items most important to you, then it becomes easier to find the insurance company that
best fits your needs.
The way to find the right coverage is to supply your medical information so that we can submit it for an actual
quote. The quote supplied from an insurance company rate book applies for people who meet a specific health
standard. To determine the actual cost for you, the insurance company will first review your medical history based on
the information you supply as well as obtain records from your physician. The company will then make you an offer of
coverage.
If you are interested in getting this important coverage to protect your family, call to make a free appointment.
When you call, we will ask for relevant details in order to have information ready for you when we meet.
By the way−the biggest mistake in getting protected is waiting. If you get insurance, you can always cancel it. But
if your health fails or you have a need for long−term care, you can become uninsurable. Waiting could be a mistake
you cannot undo.
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About
Douglas C Nickson
Douglas Nickson began his career in financial services in 1970. After advancing
to company president of several firms, he eventually launched his own financial
services firm. He has specialized in helping seniors to a secure retirement for years.
His credentials include several degrees including an MBA and MSCLS (Law School),
Registered Financial Consultant, Certified Retirement Financial Advisor and Certified
Senior Advisor.
In the community, he is an Eagle Scout and volunteered in Scouting for years. He was
the 2006 recipient of the Silver Beaver award.
He is a past president of the Newport Hills Swim and Tennis Club and is a retired U.S. Naval Commander (Reserves).
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About
Nickson Secure Retirement
The roots of Nickson Secure Retirement began in 1985. Today, Douglas and his wife Karen, own the business and
serve seniors in financially securing their retirement.
They offer over 30 free dinner seminars a year in the Puget Sound area. They offer free visits in their home office in
Bellevue or in the convenience of your own home.
They never bill you directly for their services. All financial services are guaranteed.

•

Financial security − in many cases annuities may be a solution for seniors. Fixed annuities offer tax deferment,
guaranteed earnings, liquidity, tax deferred earnings and no probate. See www.annuitiesofwashington.com for a
seminar schedule and more details.

•

Members of the Better Business Bureas (206−431−222 or info@thebbb.org) and the National Ethics
Bureau (800−282−1831 or www.ethicscheck.com) −

•

No direct billing for their services. During tax season, they offer in−office only 1040 tax preparation for a
flat fee of $49, however this nominal fee is paid directly to the contracted tax preparer, not the company. −

•

Relocated the office from the Pacific Building downtown to their home in Belleuve in 1999. It doesn't
matter if you know where they live because everything is guaranteed. Besides, the parking is free. −

Phone today with questions or to see if we can help you.
There is no charge for an initial meeting.

Douglas C Nickson
MBA, MSCLS, CRFA, RFC, CSA
Nickson Secure Retirement
4925 123rd PL SE
Bellevue, WA 98900
toll free 1−877−215−7903
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